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Disturbances of all plasma species are simulated simultaneously by modeling charged particle emissions
from imaginary and additional sources. These sources have been defined for arbitrarily shaped objects. The
complex processes of interactions of the ambient plasma with the object surfaces have been included as
reflections, secondary particle emissions for any particle hitting an object surface, and photoemission effects of
additional sources. The special cases of direct reflection and absorption of any particle impinging on the object
surface are considered in detail. The collisionless plasma is dealt with. As applications of the method, simple
analytical expressions have been obtained for the far disturbances of the ion concentration due to the reflecting
plate motion at an arbitrary angle to the ambient magnetic field. Different directions of the motion with respect
to the plate normal are considered.@S1063-651X~96!11807-9#

PACS number~s!: 52.35.2g, 47.27.Vf, 52.40.Hf, 95.40.1s

I. BASIC THEORY

This paper is concerned with the kinetic modeling of col-
lisionless charged particle flows in the presence of the ambi-
ent electric and magnetic fields. The expansion of an ionized
cloud, the flow in a jet, and the time-dependent disturbances
in the rarefied plasma due to its interactions with surfaces are
three examples of this kind of problem. These problems are
not only of practical interest in the space sciences and in
astrophysics, but also are of some fundamental interest in
their own right, as they enable one to concentrate on the
effect of the ambient electric and magnetic fields.

The basic unknown in a kinetic description of a plasma is
the charged particle velocity distributionFa(rW,vW ,t) ~of
plasma speciesa). This function is governed by the Boltz-
mann equation
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which is valid for each of the plasma components indicated
by the a index, whereqa is the electric charge of thea
particles,ma is thea-particle mass,BW is the magnetic field
strength, andEW is the electric field strength. The last term in
Eq. ~1! refers to particle collisions, whereQa(rW,vW ,t) is the
intensity of thea-particle sources. In general,EW , BW , and

Fa(rW,vW ,t) are related by Maxwell’s equations with appropri-
ate boundary conditions. Due to the complexity of all these
correlated equations, it is nearly impossible to obtain their
solutions in the general case. So, different simplifications
have been made in the definition of existing theoretical mod-
els. Rokhlenko@1# investigated spatially homogeneous sta-
tionary solutions of the Boltzmann equation describing the
electron component of a gas plasma in a homogeneous elec-
tric field. The ion distribution function in a weakly colli-
sional sheath is obtained analytically for different electric
field configurations by Hamaguchiet al. @2#. In both these
papers the effects of an ambient magnetic field are disre-
garded. However, there are many interesting cases where the
magnetic field effects are dominant~see, for instance,
Greaveset al. @3#!. In the present work we are specifically
concerned with the time-dependent processes in a low-
density plasma with emphasis on the ambient magnetic field
effects. This paper extends the previous results of Ponomar-
jov and Gunko@4#, where the special cases of emission and
charged particle cloud expansion have been considered in the
ambient electric and magnetic fields. In the paper of Pono-
marjov @5#, the imaginary-emission method has been pro-
posed for the simulation of plasma disturbances due to an
object motion. Below, this method is generalized and its ap-
plications are discussed.

Any relative motion between a solid surface and its am-
bient plasma results in a complex interaction that modifies
both the electrodynamic characteristics of the surface and the
flow field of the plasma. A set of processes that needs to be
considered in a complete description of the plasma-surface
interactions includes the effects of differential charging, the
ambient magnetic field, ion shock wave disturbances ahead
of the surface, charged particle emissions from the surface
~and photoemission!, and neutral particle emission and sub-
sequent ionization.

Due to the complexity of all these correlated effects, its
theoretical models must involve considerable simplifications.
Three basic simplifications have been made in the definition
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of the existing theoretical models for bodies moving through
a thin plasma~see also Al’pertet al. @6#, Gurevichet al. @7#,
Senbetu and Henley@8#, and Samiret al. @9#!:

~1! In the case of the very small size of the Debye length
compared to the body radius, the quasineutral condition of
equal local density for ions and electrons in the plasma is
assumed to be valid.

~2! If the object velocity is much greater than the average
thermal velocity of the ions, a common practice is to neglect
ion thermal motion and to replace the unknown ion distribu-
tion function in front of the object by a beam moving in a
straight line with the constant object velocity.

~3! It has been suggested that plasma expansion processes
may have a direct relation to the problem of the flow of a
rarefied plasma past a rapidly moving object.

When considering magnetoplasma disturbances due to ob-
ject motion, in general four flow regions should be separated:
the far and near regions on the upstream side of the body,
and the near and far regions downstream of the body. In the
near regions, which includes the boundary sheath, the effects
of self-consistent fields are more important than the ambient
magnetic field effects. In the far regions~i.e., at distances
from the surface which are of order or more than 2pV/v,
whereV is a plasma drifting velocity andv the gyrofre-
quency! the ambient magnetic field effects become impor-
tant. Usually the near regions have been considered in the
self-consistent electric field. Magnetic field effects are disre-
garded. It is impossible, however, to overlook these effects
for the far regions. Due to this circumstance and others, a
general method for simulating all the regions simultaneously
does not exist. The present work is devoted to the analytic
description of the ambient magnetic field effects on the dy-
namics of disturbances in the far regions. Some results in this
direction have been obtained by Al’pertet al. @6#, where the
far disturbances have been calculated in a rarefied plasma
due to the rapid motion of the circular disk and right-angled
plate whose velocities were parallel and perpendicular to the
ambient magnetic field~respectively!. The velocities were
parallel to the normals of the plate and disk. The case of
absorption of any particle hitting the object surface is con-
sidered. Three-dimensional surfaces of constant disturbances
are plotted using computational methods. In addition, an ef-
fect of induced electric field is estimated in the far wake.
This estimation supports the assumption of a vanishingly
small value of this effect compared to that of the ambient
magnetic field on the motion of ions in the far wake due to
their shielding by faster electrons. In addition, the effect of
an induced field shielding by faster electrons of the ambient
plasma has been described by Chrienet al. @10#.

So in the present work, we are specifically concerned with
the low-density charged-particle fluxes, for which a kinetic,
rather than fluid description is appropriate. We consider
charged-particle fluxes whose currents are so small that the
flux-generated magnetic field is very small compared to the
ambient field. Further, we also assume that effects of any
polarized electric fields present in the far regions are very
small compared to the ambient field effects on the charged-
particle motion. It should be noted that these conditions are
also satisfied ifV/vpi@r i , whereV is a plasma drifting
velocity,vpi the ion plasma frequency, andr i the ion gyro-

radius. The condition outlined above is known as the condi-
tion of a tenuous plasma@10,11#.

II. CHARGED-PARTICLE DISTRIBUTION
DUE TO EMISSION IN ELECTRIC

AND MAGNETIC FIELDS

We will use a Cartesian coordinate systemoxyzwith the
x axis directed parallel to the homogeneous magnetic field
HW , whererW5(x,y,z) and rW05(x0 ,y0 ,z0) are radius vectors
of certain original points, vW 5(vx ,vy ,vz) and v0W
5(vx0,vy0,vz0) are velocities of particles in certain original

points, andEW 5(Ex ,Ey ,Ez). In the case that electric and
magnetic fields are homogeneous and time-independent,
Cab[0, the following analytical solution of Eq.~1! has been
obtained by Ponomarjov and Gunko@4#:
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In the paper by Ponomarjov@5#, it was proposed to use this
solution for the simulation of disturbances in the ambient
magnetoplasma due to its interactions with surfaces. Namely,
the method of imaginary emission has been proposed. Imagi-
nary sources have been defined previously for the simulation
of one plasma component only. In the present paper imagi-
nary and additional sources are defined for modeling distur-
bances of all plasma species simultaneously. Different appli-
cations of the imaginary emission method are considered.
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III. GENERAL PROBLEM OF MAGNETIZED
PLASMA FLOW PAST AN OBJECT:
IMAGINARY-EMISSION METHOD

The collisionless ionospheric and space plasma is de-
scribed in phase space by the Vlasov equation,
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which is valid for each of the plasma components indicated
by the i index, Fi(rW,vW ,t) is the distribution function of
plasma speciesi , qi is the electric charge of thei -particles,
mi is thei -particle mass,BW is the magnetic field strength, and
EW is the electric field strength. In general,EW , BW , and
Fi(rW,vW ,t) are related by Maxwell’s equations with the corre-
sponding boundary conditions~see, for instance, Feynman
et al. @12#!.

At distances far from the object the plasma will be con-
sidered undisturbed and in a state of thermodynamic equilib-
rium, so that at great distances from the object surface

Fi u urWu→1`→NS b i

p D 3/2exp@2b i~vW !2#, ~4!

wherevW is the velocity of a particle with reference to the
coordinate system at rest. It should be noted that the symbol
urWu→1` denotes the distances from the object surface those
are greater than the object sizes and these distances are small
compared to the mean free paths of the corresponding par-
ticles in the ambient plasma. The boundary condition at the
object surface depends on complex interactions of particles
with surface materials. In fact, these interactions include a
number of complex effects such as reflection, secondary par-
ticle emission, photoemission, and absorption. So that, in
general the boundary condition at the object surfaceS is as
follows:

~nW •uW !Fi~rW,uW ,t !urWPS,~nW •uW !.0

52E
~nW •u1

W !,0
(
k
wk
i ~uW ,u1W ,rW,t !~nW •u1W !Fk~rW,u1W ,t !du1W ,

~5!

whereuW , u1W are the velocities of particles with reference to
the coordinate system in which the moving object is at rest,
nW is the outside normal to the object surfaceS at the point
rW, wk

i (uW ,u1W ,rW,t) is the probability that thek particle, imping-

ing on the object surfaceS at the pointrW with the velocity
u1W , will produce thei particle emitting from theS at therW

with the velocityuW at time t.
In the case of absorption of any particle impinging on the

object surfaceS, wk
i [0 and we have

Fi~rW,uW !urWPS,~nW •uW !.050. ~6!

In the case of the direct reflection of any particle imping-
ing on the object surfaceS, wk

i (uW ,u1W ,rW)5d„u1W2uW

12(uW •nW )nW … if i5k (wk
i 50 if iÞk) and we have

Fi~rW,uW ,t !urWPS,~nW •uW !.05Fi„rW,uW 22~uW •nW !nW ,t…. ~7!

Due to the complexity of these correlated equations, it is
nearly impossible to obtain their solutions in analytical form,
so that, usually, different simplifications have been proposed.
It has been assumed that a plasma is completely ionized and
composed of electrons and singly ionized positive ions of
one species. Furthermore, it has been suggested that the flux-
generated magnetic field is very small compared to the am-
bient magnetic field. The particle flow past an object has
been considered time-independent, and electrostatic models
have been proposed.

In some cases an introduction of imaginary sources allows
a simple analytic description of plasma disturbances taking
into account effects of electric and magnetic fields. Besides,
this method can be very useful in more complex computer
simulations of plasma disturbances due to reflections, sec-
ondary particle emissions for any particle hitting an object
surface, photoemission effects, and the effects of absorption.

The imaginary-emission method is based on an introduc-
tion of the imaginary sources, so that

f i
im1 f i

re5 f i , ~8!

where f i
im is the i -particle distribution due to imaginary

emission or, perhaps, a perturbation of the ambient state
caused by object surface interactions with the ambient
plasma,f i is thei -particle distribution in the ambient plasma
~undisturbed distribution!, and f i

re is the i -particle disturbed
distribution. By using this method, the problem of finding
plasma disturbances can be reduced to a problem of emission
from imaginary sources or to an equivalent problem of cloud
expansion. So that, forf i

im(rW,vW ,t), we have the collisionless
Boltzmann equation
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whereqi is the electric charge of thei particles,mi is the
i -particle mass,HW is the magnetic field strength,EW is the
electric field strength, andQi

im(rW,vW ,t) is the intensity of
imaginary sources.

The central point of the method of imaginary emission is
to find Qi

im(rW,vW ,t). In general, the intensityQi
im must be

considered in the form which allows the boundary conditions
to be satisfied both at the object surfaces and at great dis-
tances from the surfaces, so that the boundary conditions
defineQi

im(rW,vW ,t) or the particle distributions for the corre-
sponding imaginary clouds. It should be noted that the
imaginary-emission method allows an introduction of tran-
sient imaginary sources that can be located both near the
object surface and at certain distance from the surface. These
advantages of the imaginary-emission method make it pos-
sible to simulate plasma disturbances due to interactions of
arbitrary shape objects with the ambient plasma, and the ob-
ject ~or a set of objects! can be in motion with time-
dependent velocities or at rest.

Let us consider a very thin plate with maximal sizesA,
B ~respectively! andA;B. Let nW be a normal to a plane of
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the plate anddS be an area of the plate. IfFi(rW,vW ,t) is a
perturbation of the distribution function of thei particles
caused by the platedS, then

lim
dS→0

Fi
im

dS
5 f i

im ~10!

is referred to as a perturbation of the distribution of thei
particles caused by the surface element~the unit of area of
the small plate! dS with the normalnW . Let us approximate
the object surface by a number of surface elementsdSwith
the corresponding normalsnW (dS). The problem is thus re-
duced to finding a wake from any surface element.

IV. WAKE OF SURFACE ELEMENT: IMAGINARY
SOURCES FOR ARBITRARILY SHAPED OBJECTS

According to the imaginary-emission method, first let us
define the imaginary sources for the small platedSwith the
normalnW . According to the boundary conditions~4! and~6!,
in the case of absorption of any particle impinging on the
surface elementdS (wk

i [0) we have to consider the point-

like imaginary sourceQim which is placed at the center of
the surface elementdSwith the radius vectorr SW ,

Qi
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, ~11!
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More complex processes such as reflections, secondary par-
ticle emissions for any particle hitting an object surface, and
photoemission effects can be included using the additional
sourceQi

w , which is placed at the center of the surface ele-

mentdSwith the radius vectorr SW ,
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wk
i (uW ,u1W ,rW,t) is the probability that thek particle, impinging on the object surfaceS at the pointrW with the velocityu1W , will

produce thei particle emitting from theS at therW with the velocityuW at time t.
In the case of the direct reflection of any particle impinging on the surface elementdS, wk
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so that, in fact, we have two kinds of sourcesQi
im1

, Qi
w1

andQi
im2

, Qi
w2

for the surface elementdS. This is because
we represent now the surface element as a part of the ‘‘very
thin’’ plate dS, and this ‘‘very thin’’ plate is bounded by two
surfaces both interacted with the ambient plasma@for both
(nW •uW ),0, and (nW •uW ).0 wherenW is a normal to the plate
dS, uW is the particle velocity near the platedSwith reference
to the coordinate system in which the moving plate is at

rest#. If we will represent the surface elementdSas a part of
the surfaceS of a ‘‘more thick’’ object ~as opposed to the
‘‘very thin’’ plate!, we must believeQi

im2
[0 andQi

w2
[0

because any surface elementdS interacts with the ambient
plasma if (nW •uW ),0 only, wherenW is the outside normal to
the object surfaceS at the pointr SW that corresponds to the
center of the surface elementdS, uW is the particle velocity
near the surface elementdSwith reference to the coordinate
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system in which the moving object is at rest, so that, for the
objects with the boundary surfaceS, we have

Qi
imS5 R

S
Qi
imdS , ~15!

whereQi
im5Qi

im1
.

Qi
wS5 R

S
Qi
wdS , ~16!

whereQi
w5Qi

w1
.

V. FAR DISTURBANCES OF THE CHARGED-PARTICLE
CONCENTRATION DUE TO MOTION

OF REFLECTING PLATE

Let the plate velocity beVW . We choose a Cartesian coor-
dinate systemOXYZwith theOXW axis directed parallel to
the homogeneous magnetic fieldHW , whereVW 5(Vx,0,Vz).
Let r SW be the radius vector of the center of the small plate
dSwith the normalnW , r SW5VW t, i.e., at times (0,t) the small
plate dS moves from the point (0,0,0) to the point
(Vxt,0,Vzt). We will consider the concentration of ions un-
der assumption of small their mean thermal velocity com-
pared to the plate velocityVW ~i.e., bV2@1). Then we have
for the disturbance of the charged-particle concentration by
the unit of area of the reflecting platedS (VW inW ),

nim~rW,t!

5S b

p D 3/2E
2`

t Np
1exp@2L2~u!#2Np

2exp@2M2~u!#

4usin2~vu/2!/v2 du,
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where

Np
15HN1 if XV̆x1ZV̆z,V̆2vt

N2 if XV̆x1ZV̆z.V̆2vt,

Np
25HN1 if XV̆x1ZV̆z.V̆2vt

N2 if XV̆x1ZV̆z,V̆2vt.

Ion fluxes onto the unit of area of the small platedSwith the
normalnW are calculated as follows:
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Using the assumption thatbV2@1 we obtain
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whereN5N0 is the charged-particle undisturbed concentra-
tion, i.e., the concentration existing at distances far from the
object surface.
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It should be noted that if the reflecting plate moves per-
pendicular to its normalnW (VW'nW ), then, according to our
analytic results, there are no disturbances in the ambient
Maxwellian plasma. IfNp

2[0 @in Eq. ~17!#, then we obtain
the disturbances of the concentration for the absorption of
any particle impinging on the object surface~whenVW inW ). For
the absorbing plate in motion perpendicular to its normal
nW , the disturbances of the concentration are described by Eq.
~17!, whereNp

1[ N/2Abp andNp
2[0.

A. Small reflecting plate in motion parallel to H¢

We will use a Cartesian coordinate systemOXYZ with
theOXW axis directed parallel to the homogeneous magnetic
field HW . The velocity of the surface elementdS with the
normal nW is chosen in the formVW 5(V,0,0). Let r SW be the
radius vector of the center of the small platedS, and r SW

5VW t, i.e., the small platedSmoves from the point (0,0,0) to
the point (Vt,0,0). Then, for the disturbance of the charged-
particle concentration by the unit of area of the small plate
dS (VW inW ), we have
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nim~rW,t!5S b

p
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t 1
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where

Np
15HN1 if X,V̆vt

N2 if X.V̆vt,

Np
25HN1, if X.V̆vt

N2, if X,V̆vt,

X25bv2x2, R25bv2(y21z2), V̆25bV2. For brevity, here
we will drop the superscript in the symbolV̆. In general, the
integral in Eq.~22! cannot be calculated in terms of elemen-
tary functions. Assuming thatV2@1, the asymptotic expres-
sion of Eq.~22! may be found by using the Laplace method

nim~a,V!'~Np
12Np

2!S b

p D 3/2p1/2

expS 2
R2

4sin2~a/2! D
4Vsin2~a/2!/v2 ,
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where a5vt2X/V. The surfaces of constant disturbances
are

R2

4sin2~a/2!
5 lnS uNp

12Np
2uv2

4CVsin2~a/2!
D . ~24!

The constantC characterizes a current value of the concen-
tration disturbance. According to Eqs.~23! and~24!, the sur-
faces of constant disturbances of the concentration are
formed from the circles of different radiiR whose centers lie
on theX axis ~see Fig. 1!. If vt2X/V52pn (n is integer!
these circles degenerate to points which are defined by
(R50, X/V5vt22pn), so that we obtain the flute struc-
ture of the surfaces of constant disturbances of charged-
particle concentration.

B. Small reflecting plate in motion oblique toH¢

Let the plate velocity beVW . We choose a Cartesian coor-
dinate systemOXYZwith theOXW axis directed parallel to
the homogeneous magnetic fieldHW , whereVW 5(Vx,0,Vz).
Let r SW be the radius vector of the center of the small plate
dS with the normalnW 5(1,0,0) andr SW5VW t, i.e., the small
plate dS moves from the point (0,0,0) to the point
(Vxt,0,Vzt). Then, for the disturbance of the charged-
particle concentration by the unit of area of the small plate
dS, we have
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where

Np
15HN1 if X,V̆xvt

N2 if X.V̆xvt,

Np
25HN1 if X.V̆xvt

N2 if X,V̆xvt,

X25bv2x2, Y25bv2y2, Z25bv2z2, V̆25bV2. For brev-
ity, here we will drop the superscript in the symbolV̆.
Charged particle fluxes onto the unit of area of the small
plate dS N1 andN2 are described by Eqs.~18! and ~19!.
For a rapidly moving plate (bVx

2@1) we obtain

N1ubV
x
2@1'NVx , ~26!

N2ubV
x
2@1'

Nexp~2bVx
2!

2Abp
. ~27!

In general, the integral in Eq.~25! cannot be calculated in
terms of elementary functions. In the case that the plate rap-
idly moves approximately parallel toHW , i.e., Vx@Vz and

FIG. 1. The flute structure of isodensity surfaces in the case

where a reflecting small plate moves parallel toHW . The point
(X/V5vt, Y50, Z50) represents the position of the plate with

normal nW . The plate moves with velocityVW 5(V,0,0), which is

parallel tonW @cf. Eqs.~23! and~24!#. If X.Vvt, thenNp
2@Np

1 and
we obtain the increase of the disturbed concentration in comparison
with the ambient concentrationN5N0 . In other cases (X,Vvt,
Np
1@Np

2) the disturbance results in the decrease of the concentra-
tion. The surfaces correspond to the density 0.95N0 ~if X,Vvt) or
1.05N0 ~if X.Vvt). If X,Vvt, then this figure shows the isoden-
sity surface of 0.95N0 for the rapidly moving absorbing object, too.
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Vx
2@1, the asymptotic expression of Eq.~25! may be found

by using the Laplace method~see Fig. 2!

nim~rW,t!'S b

p D 3/2~Np
12Np

2!Apv2

3

expS 2

S Z2X
Vz

Vx
D 21Y2

4sin2~a1/2!
D

4Vxsin
2~a1/2!

, ~28!

wherea15vt2X/Vx . Assuming thatVx
2 ,Vz

2@1, we obtain

nim~rW,t!'S b

p D 3/2~Np
12Np

2!Apv2

3
S expS 2

S Z2X
Vz

Vx
D 21Y2

4sin2~a1/2!
D

4Vxsin
2~a1/2!

1

expF2S ZVx

Vz
2X

a2

D 2GexpS 2
Y2

4sin2~a2/2! D
2Vzua2sin~a2/2!u

D
,

~29!

wherea15vt2X/Vx , a25vt2Z/Vz ~see Fig. 3!.

VI. BASIC CONCLUSIONS

The method of imaginary emission is developed. This
method allows a simple analytical description of all plasma
species distributions taking into account both effects of par-
ticle interactions with surfaces and effects of electric and
magnetic fields. Besides, this method can be very useful in
more complex computer simulations of plasma disturbances
due to reflections, secondary particle emissions for any par-
ticle hitting an object surface, and photoemission effects.

According to this method, imaginary and additional
sources have been defined for arbitrarily shaped objects. The
complex processes of interactions of the ambient plasma
with the object surface have been included. The special cases
of the direct reflection and absorption of any particle imping-
ing on the object surface are considered in detail. The colli-
sionless plasma is dealt with. As applications of the
imaginary-emission method, simple analytical expressions
for the far disturbances of charged-particle concentration
have been obtained for the small reflecting plate motion at an
arbitrary angle to the ambient magnetic field. Different direc-
tions of the motion with respect to the plate normal are con-
sidered.

The main objective of the present work is to attract the

FIG. 2. The flute structure of isodensity surfaces in the case that

a reflecting small plate moves aproximately parallel toHW . The point
(X/Vx5vt, Y50, Z5Vzvt) represents the position of the plate

with the normal nW 5(1,0,0). The plate moves with velocity

VW 5(Vx,0,Vz), Vx@Vz @cf. Eq. ~28!#. If X.Vxvt, thenNp
2@Np

1

and we obtain the increase of the disturbed concentration in com-
parison with the ambient concentrationN5N0 . In other cases
(X,Vxvt, Np

1@Np
2) the disturbance results in the decrease of the

concentration. The surfaces correspond to the density 0.95N0 ~if
X,Vxvt) or 1.05N0 ~if X.Vxvt). If X,Vxvt, then this figure
shows the isodensity surface of 0.95N0 for the rapidly moving ab-
sorbing object, too.

FIG. 3. Isodensity surface for a reflecting plate in motion with

velocity VW 5(V,0,V), V2@1 @cf. Eq. ~29!#. The point (X/V5vt,
Y50, Z/V5vt) represents the position of the small platedSwith

the normalnW 5(1,0,0). IfX.Vvt, thenNp
2@Np

1 and we obtain the
increase of the disturbed concentration in comparison with the am-
bient concentrationN5N0 . In other cases (X,Vvt, Np

1@Np
2) the

disturbance results in the decrease of the concentration. The surface
corresponds to the density 0.95N0 ~if X,Vvt) or 1.05N0 ~if
X.Vvt). If X,Vvt, then this figure shows the isodensity surface
of 0.95N0 for the rapidly moving absorbing object, too.
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attention of specialists to the method presented here and to
the possibility of its further elaboration as applications to
modeling interactions of bodies with ionospheric and space
magnetoplasma. This advanced topic can be the subject for
further research with specialists in related fields.
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